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INTRODUllON

The Integrated Monitoring Programme 15 a part of the Effects
Monitoring Strategy under the UN ECE Long-Range Transboundary
Air Pollution Convention. The status of the programme was changed
from a voluntary pilot programme, running between the years 1989—92,
to a permanent monitoring programme (ICP) from the beginning of 1993.
With the change of status, counfries, which had voluntarily taken part in the
pilot phase, had to make commitments to either continue their monitoring
or to withdraw from international obligations. Twenty-three countries have
presently informed of their intentions to carry out the integrated monitoring
programme.

This report does not cover ali the activities carried out in the ICP Integrated
Monitoring programme (ICP/IM). It emphasizes three aspects of the new
programme. Firstly there 15 an update of the sites included in the neiwork,
secondly some results of trend anaiysis for relevant elements from sites
operated for five or more years are shown, and thirdiy an initial approach
to apply dynamic modelling to selected catchments of the programme
15 presented.

Data on the first two issues have been submitted by the National Focal Points
of the participating countries. Trend calculations are predominantiy based
on the data sent to the ICP/IM database, some additional resuits calcuiated
by National Focai Points are included. The Iast presentation is baseä on work
done by the Water and Environment Research lnstitute in Finland on a prolect
basis funded by the Nordic Councii ofMinisters.
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1 . . OOO

Siles, clusters and monalonng adivilies

Guy Södemia, Environment Data Cenlre. Finland

Twenty-three countries have informed of their inten
tions to carry out the integrated monitoring programme.
Most of these are European countries. As of present,
out of the North American countries only Canada is
taking part in the programme, United States has not yet
confirmed its participation.

The countries may have different objectives in car
rying out the programme. The objectives can he divid
ed in two:

A. To carry out the fuli programme, which with time
aims at monitoring ali necessary parameters in ali
relevant compartments of the ecosystem to aliow
for compiex dynamic modelling at the sites.

3. To carry out part of the programme, with the aims
ofdose-response mesurements covering only some
of the parameters and ecosystem compartments.

The sites have therefore been divided into two
categories, A and B, respectively.

Fourteen countries have set the objectives to carry
out the fuli programme at ieast in one of the chosen
national sites. Seven more countries have set the
objectives to carry out part of the programme. Of the
fourteen countries with A-category sites, six have addi
tional B-category sites. In addition, two countries have
informed of sites chosen where monitoring will start in
near future (C-category). Canada has aiso indicated its
interest to carry out the programme but is not shown on
the maps.

Ali in total, integrated monitoring is (or wili in the
near future he) carried out at 57 mostly European sites
(figure 1.1, p. 7).

Many of the chosen sites are specific and represent
only their local environment. To generalize the picture
ofecosystem response to long-range transboundary air
pollution the sites have to he clustered to groups with
similar characteristics before comparison. Three gen
eral characteristics for grouping are shown in figures
1.2—1.4. They are:

1. Physiographic features (figure 1.2, p. 2), based on
reliefenergy, which indicates the time ofretention
of free flowing water.

2. Climatic features (figure 1.3, p. 9), based on rela
tion ofannual precipitation and temperature, which
indicates the average constant flow of free water.

3. $uccessional stage of forest (figure 1.4, p. 10),
based on dominating forest type and stand age,
which indicates the filtering capacity of long
range transboundary air poliution and damage
sensitivity of the bioiogical filter.

These grouping criteria can be used for ciustering
the sites to 5 regions, Oroarctic, Boreal, Nemoral,
Central Mountaineous and Mediterranean regions
(figure 1.5, p. 11), which are simiiar to the biogeo
graphicai (ecosystem) division of Europe and with
increasing continentality from west to east. Data com
parisons should primarily he done within the regions,
as have eariierbeen attempted (AnnualSynopticReport
1991). The cause for this is that integrated monitoring,
its assessment and modelling must take somewhat
different courses for different regions, as expiained
later.
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The performanence of monitonng at the sites are
based on activity reports given by the National focai
Points in 1993. Two countries, Byelorussia and Ukraine
have informed that they are at present only able to
provide background and descriptive data from their
monitonng areas due to either financial or organiza
tional reasons. Furthermore, the indicated measure
ment activity is not directly to be reiated to intemation
ally reported data. The performanences have been
analysed in figures 1.6—1.12 where different subpro
grammes have been grouped to the following 7 main
activity fields:

1. Input measurements, viz. monitoring oflong-range
transboundary air pollution (figure 1.6,p. 12). For
A-category sites input data must at least cover
deposition and throughfali, for B-sites either of the
two depending on the forest density of the site.

2. Output measurements (figure 1.7, p. 13). For A
category sites output data must at least cover
runoff and its chemistry. For output measurements
the regional differences play an important role.
Sites of the Oroarctic and Boreal clusters usually
have well-defined catchments in which the main
output will occur through streams. $eepage to
groundwater can most!y be neglected in these
sites. In sites of the other clusters, seepage to
groundwater will he much more important than
surface flow, Any attempt to establish mass budg
ets for these areas wil! evident!y fail as a far greater
portion of the outflow is through groundwater than
through surface flow.

When minimum requirements of input and output
measurements have been met with, mass ba!ances can
he analysed. In time these mass ba!ances wil! show
trends in retention or !eakage of measured elements,
provided that the eiements are measured and weighed
in both the input and output. The Convention of the
Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution presently
emphasizes sulphur and nitrogen elements, but addi
tional major ions must be measured to quality control
the sulphur and nitrogen data. Additiona! major ions
must also he measured for hydrogen jon mass balances,
indicating different re!ative sources to acidification.

3. Soi! measurements (figure 1.8, p. 14). For A
category sites analysis of soi! chemistry and soi!
water chemistry are essential in the eva!uation of
acidification and excess nitrogen in the ecosystem.

Additiona! information on soil characteristics wi!!
be required if dynamic mode!ling is to be ap
proached. Soi! characteristics and dynamics wi!!
differ between Borea! and other regions, although
some sensitive soi!s will be found on some sites
within the latter. Mode!ling approaches to acidifi
cation wi!l he important for areas of sensitive soils,
whereas mode!ling approaches to excess nitrogen
wili he more important for the other ones.

4. Nutritiona! turnover (figure 1.9, p. 15). For A
category sites both fo!iage and !itterfal! chemistry
must he measured to ensure analysis of effect of
excess nitrogen in the ecosystem. In this context,
the nutritional turnover will be more important for
regions characterised by broad4eaved trees which
have a facultative shedding of !eaves every year.

5. Aquatic bioindications (figure 1.10, p. 16). ForB
category sites hiological data from either lakes
and/or rivers are essentia! in establishing dose
response re!ationships between bio!ogica! effects
and water chemistry affected by !ong-range trans
boundary air pol!ution. Since the different regions
wi!! have different types of surface water chemis
try, the indications of change and dose-response
must take different courses; acidification process
es and aquatic biodiversity is important in the
Borea! regions, the leaching of heavy metals and
their effects on the aquatic organisms wi!l be more
important in other regions.

6. Terrestrial bioindications (figure 1.11, p. 17). For
B-category sites biological data on forest damage,
vegetation and epiphytes are essentia! in establish
ing dose-response re!ationships between bio!ogi
ca! effects and deposition or indirectly altered soi!
chemistry. Again for sites in the Boreal region the
potentia! of acidifying suhstances to damage is
important. In other regions the effects of excess
nitrogen upon the change of terrestria! biota will he
more important.

7. Ecosystem structure indications (figure 1.12, p.
18) comprise inventones repeated over a !ong time
of specific popu!ations of the sites. So far on!y
forest stands, p!ant and bird communities have
been suggested. These bioindicators wii! change
very s!owly and can only be re!ated to !ong-term
changes of the long-range transhoundary airpo!!u
tion. They are, however, essentia! for further sub
grouping of the sites.
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C-site, progromme to be storted

Figure 1.7 Geographical Iocation and categorization of the integrated monitoring sites. A-sites ote suitable for complex modelling,
B-sites ote suitable only for monitoring, and C-sites ote delineoted but octivifies have nof yet started.

Geographical Iocation of the integrated monitoring sites

o A.site, intensive

O B-site, biomonitoring site
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Figure 1.2 Relief energy of the sites; max elevation—min elevation in mefres.
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Figure 7.3 Climatic features of the sites based on the relation of annual precipitation and remperature.

CIimatic features

O Worm and, < ÷100 mm/°C Ä Wetcold, > -1000 mm/°C

O CoId and, <-100 mm/°C Humid cool, > ÷1000 mm/°C

S Perhumid temperate, +100 — ÷1000 mm/°C * Not enough dota

Perhumid cool, -100 —-1000 mm/°C
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Å Coniferous> 100 years 0
Å Coniferous > 50 years

. Coniferous < 50 years

O Deciäuous> 100 years

O Deciduous > 50 yeors

Figure JA Successional stage of farests af the sites based on dominating forest lype and stand age.

Successional stage of forests

Deciduous < 50 years

Mixed> 100 years

Mixed > 50 years

Mixed <50 years

Not known or non-forested
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Figure .6 Input measurements in the sites.

Input measurements

O Air chemistry + deposition + throughfoN (+ stemflow) Ä Deposition

O Deposition + throughfaN f+ stemflow) Å Air chemistry

Q Air chemistry + deposition * None
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Output measuremenis

O Runoff water chemistry + groundwater chemistry

O Runoff water chemistry

0 Groundwater chemistry

* None

Figure 7.7 Output measurements in the sites.
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Figure 7.2 Soi! measurements in the sites.

A Soil ckemistry

Soi1 microbiology

None

Soil measurements

O Soil water chemistry + soi1 chemistry + soi! microbio!ogy Å Soi! water chemistry

O Soi! woter chemistry + soi! chemistry

o Soi! woter chemistry + soi! microbio!ogy

Å Soi! chemistry + soi! microbio!ogy
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Figure 1.9 Nutritianal turnaver — faliage chemistry and Iifterfall measurements in the sites.

Nutritional turnover

O Foliage chemistry + IifterFaII

O Foliage chemistry

o
* None
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O Runoff water chemistry + stream biota

o Iake water chemistry + lake

Figure 7.70 Aquotic bioindications — surfoce water chemisfry and bioto in the sites.

Aquatic bioindications

O Lake water chemistry + lake biota ÷ 1 Lake chemistry
runoff watec chemistry+ stream biota Lake biota

LI Stream biota

X None
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Figure 1.77 Terresfrial bioindications — vegetation monitoring in the sites.

Ierrestrial bioindications

O Forest damage + vegetation + opiphytes (+ dgae)

O Vegetation + epiphytes (+ algae)

0 Forest damage + vegetation (+ algae)

E Forest damage (+ algae)

Å Vegetation (+ algae)

Ä Epiphytes

Algae

* None
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A Birds (+ rodents)

* None

Figure 7.72 Ecosystem sfructure indications — inventories of biological populations made in the sites.

Ecosystem structure indications

O Forest stand inventory ÷ plonts + birds (÷ rodents) Å Forest stand inventory

O Forest stand inventory + plants Å Pia nts

0 Forest stand inventory + birds (+ rodents)

Plants + birds (+ rodents)
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2 Irends from the IM-neiwork

Guy Södermanj, Environmeni Data Cenlre, Finland

Many of the stations referred to in chapter 1 have been
built up during the 1990’s. Very few areas have been
active for so Iong that trends can be analysed from their
data production. Most of these areas are located in
northem Europe within the Boreal region.

Trends have been analysed for sulphur, nitrogen and
calcium in the input and output of the areas. Trend
calculations are predominantly based on the informa
tion available in the IM database, some based on
primary data are included. The 5-year period 1988—92
was chosen for the attempt to analyse trends, though it
is stiil too short to give significant results The trends
have been analysed with linear regression from month
ly averages and they have been stated significant when

the probability of the trend is higher than 95 % (p<O.05).
Sulphur and calcium values in precipitation have been
recalculated (sea salt correction) prior to trend analysis.
The results from trend analyses using pnmary data for
areas Russia, RU15 Tayozhny Log (Valday), (only
period 1990—92) and northem Italy (period 1983—92)
are shown in comparison. Also trends based on primary
data and a longer time period were available for three
Swedish areas (period 1983—92): SF01 Tiveden, SF02
Berg and SEO3 Reivo as well as for the two Norwegian
areas (period 1980—92): NOOl Birkenes and N002
Kårvatn.

Results from trend analyses are shown in tabies 2.1—
2.4.

Figure 2.7 An example of the frend analyses, SEO2 Berg.

504$ in deposition
i.teqv/I
nhn

•••C’)Lt)N0sm•
00000—00000—o

month

0000—00000—00000—
00000 cCNc3
oo’oo
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2.1 Irends in sulphur

Trends in sulphur (S) are shown rn table 2 1 Increasing
trend is marked with +, decreasing trend with —, 0
indicates that probability of the trend is less than 95 %
(p>O.05) and a blank is given when analysis could not
be performed. Number of values used in the analysis is
given as n.

Sulphur concentrations in precipitation have de
clined over most of northern Europe during the period
1988—92. Trends based on the primary data from the
penod 1983—92 for Swedish areas Tiveden, Berg and
Reivo show the same decline. Along the Atlantic coast

Table 2. 7 Trends in sulphur

in the west and in the north no significant trends are yet
to be seen. However, the decline in concentrations of
precipitation does not manifest itself as clear in the
deposited load. In less than half of the areas showing a
decline in concentration there is also a decline in the
input flux. The difference is due to higher precipita
tions in many areas during this five-year period. Even
fewer areas show declining trends in sulphur concen
trations and mass of outflow. There are even increasing
trends in outflowing concentrations indicating that
retained sulphur affects the out-flow.

area SOtSconcentr., input SO4S-concentr., output SO4S-flux, input SO4S-flux, output
trend n trend n trend n trend n

NOOl 0 59 0 58 0 59 0 48
N002 0 59 0 59 0 59 0 49
SEO1 - 44 0 52 0 44 0 51
SEO2 - 58 0 57 0 58 0 57
SEO3 - 59 0 57 0 59 0 34
SEO4 + 42 0 42
SEO5 - 36 0 59 0 36 0 59
SEO6 0 59 0 59
SEO8 — 57 — 51 0 57 0 51
SEO9 — 58 — 57 0 58 0 57
SE1O 59 0 59 - 59 0 59
SE11 0 50 0 56 — 50 0 56
SE12 — 58 0 53 — 58 0 53
901 — 59 0 28 — 59 — 25
F103 - 59 — 45 0 59 — 45
904 0 53 0 53
F105 0 59 + 40 0 59 + 10
GBO2 + 40 ÷ 50 + 22
HUO1 - 57 — 47
PLO 1
RUJ5 — 71 + 93 — 71 0 71
ITO1 0
1T02 —
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2.2 Trends in nftrogen nftrate

Trends in nitrogen nitrate (NO3N) are shown in table
2.2. Increasing trend is marked with +, decreasing trend
with —, 0 indicates that probability of the trend is less
than 95 % (p>O.05) and a blank is given when analysis
could not be performed. Number of values used in the
analysis is given as n.

There are some declining trends in the precipitation
concentrations, but mostly none. The same applies also
to period 1983—92 for $wedish areas Tiveden, Berg and
Reivo. There are mostly no trends to be found in the

TabIe 2.2 Trends in nitrogen nitrate

depositional Ioad, nor in the output of the areas. Anal
ysis based on yearly weighted averages from the period
1980—92 for Norwegian area NOOl Birkenes, howev
er, indicates a weak increasing trend in both concentra
tion and mass of outflow, Peaks in the outflow are also
seen in the period 1988—92, but no increasing trend can
be seen. The results from the five-year period 1988—92
would indicate that none of the ecosystems of the IM
areas in the Nordic countries leak nitrogen.

orea NO3N-concentr., input NO3N-concentr., output NO3NfIux, input NO3N-flux, output
trend n trend n trend n trend n

NOOl 0 59 0 58 - 59 0 48
N002 0 59 0 59 0 59 0 49
SEO1 0 44 0 53 0 44 0 52
SE02 0 58 0 57 0 58 0 57
SEO3 — 59 0 57 0 59 0 34
SEO4 0 38 0 38
5E05 0 36 0 59 0 36 0 59
SEO6 0 59 0 59
SEO8 — 57 0 51 0 57 0 51
5E09 — 58 + 57 0 58 0 57
5ElO 0 59 0 59 0 59 0 59
SE11 0 50 0 57 0 50 0 57
SE12 0 58 0 53 0 58 0 53
Fbi 0 59 0 51 — 59 0 46
Ff03 — 59 0 47 0 59 0 47
Ff04 0 53 0 53
Ff05 0 59 0 32 0 59 0 5
GBO2 ÷ 42 + 22
HUO1 0 57 0 47
P101 0 9
RU15 — 71 — 93
ITO1 0
bTO2 0
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2.3 Irends in nilrogen ammonia

There are very few trends in both input and output of
nitrogen ammonia (NH4N) as seen from table 23.
Increasing trend is marked with +, decreasing trend
with —, 0 indicates that probability of the trend is less
than 95 % (p>0.05) and a blank is given when analysis
could not be performed. Number of values used in the
analysis is given as n.

Table 2.3 Trends in nitrogen ammonio

orea NH4N-concentr., input NH4N-concentr., output NH4N-flux, input NH4N-flux, output
trend n trend n trend n trend n

NOOl 0 59 0 10 — 59
N002 0 59 0 10 0 59
SEO1 0 43 0 53 0 43 0 52
SEO2 0 58 0 57 0 58 0 57
SEO3 0 59 0 57 0 59 0 34
SEO4 + 38 + 38
SEO5 0 34 0 59 0 34 0 59
SEO6 0 59 0 59
SEO8 0 56 0 52 0 56 0 52
5E09 — 58 + 57 0 58 0 57
SE1O 0 59 0 59 — 59 0 59
SE11 0 50 0 57 0 50 0 57
SE12 0 58 0 53 0 58 0 53
FIOl 0 59 — 50 0 59 — 45
F103 0 59 0 52 0 59 0 52
F104 0 53 0 53
F105 0 59 0 40 0 59 + 10
GBO2 0 42 0 22
HUO1 0 57 0 47
P101 0 9
RU 15
ITO 1
1T02
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2.4 Trenös in calcium

Trends in calcium (Ca) are shown in tabte 2.4. Increas
ing trend is marked with +, decreasing trend with —, 0
indicates that probability of the trend is less than 95 %
(p>O.05) and a blank is given when analysis could not
be performed. Number of values used in the analysis is
given as n.

In precipitation a declining trend can be seen in
some areas, which seems to be consistent with the
depositional load. Trends based on the primary data
from the period 1983—92 for $wedish areas Tiveden,
Berg and Reivo show the same decline. The declining
trends are probably due to a lower output of particles.

Tahle 2.4 Trends in cakium

orea CA-concentr., input CAconcentr., output CA-flux, input CA-flux, output
trend n trend n trend n trend n

NOOl 0 59 0 58 0 59 0 48
N002 0 59 0 59 0 59 0 49
SEO1 0 44 0 53 0 44 0 52
SEO2 — 58 0 57 — 58 0 57
SEO3 0 57 - 57 0 57 0 34
SEO4 + 41 0 41
SEO5 0 35 0 59 0 35 0 59
SEO6 0 59 0 59
SEO8 0 57 — 51 0 57 0 51
SEO9 0 58 — 57 0 58 0 57
SE1O 0 59 0 59 — 59 0 59
SE11 0 49 + 57 0 49 0 57
SE12 0 57 0 53 — 57 0 53
FI01 — 59 0 35 — 59 — 30
F103 — 59 0 48 0 59 0 48
F104 0 53 0 53
F105 0 59 0 37 0 59 ÷ 10
GBO2 0 40 0 50 0 22
HUO1 0 57 0 47
P101 0 9
RU15 0 71 0 93 0 71 0 93
ITO 1
fTO2
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3 Calibration of the SMART addification model
to seleded IMcatchments

Albert Bleeker Maximilian Posch, Martin Forsius t2), andJuha Kämäri
Water and Environment Research Insiilule
P.O.80X25Q, FIN—OO1O1 llelsink Finland

3.1 Introduction

Due to the increasing concern over the effects of
anthropogenic air pollutant depositions in large areas
of the northem hemisphere, scientists and authorities
are looking for means of assessing acidification trends
and of planning effective air pollution abatement pro
grams. Steady-state and dynamic modeis have been
developed to predict the acidification of soils, lakes,
streams and groundwater (e.g. Cosby et cd, 1985, 1986;
De Vries et al, 1989; 1994). While the former are used
to estimate the steady state of a system for a given load
by neglecting time-dependent processes and finite pools,
dynamic modeis are used to predict the gradual chemi
cal response of a receptor to a changing deposition by
including the various buffer and adsorption/desorption
mechanisms. The time scales for acidification are im
portant to he analyzed for determining necessary meas
ures for emission control.

This section summarizes the methods and results of
the calibration of the dynamic $MART acidification
model (de Vries et al, 1989) to seven Integrated Moni
toring catchments in Europe. Model calibration has
been performed at the Water and Environment Re
search Institute (Helsinki) in cooperation with the En
vironment Data Centre (EDC) and the national focal
points in respective countries. A more detailed descrip
tion of the modeling exercise is given in Bteeker et at
(1994). The model application had two major objec
tives: (i) to test suitability of the EDC/IM data base for
the application of dynamic simulation models, and (ii)
to obtain a tool that can be used for assessing the
ecological consequences of different emission reduc
tion strategies developed under the framework of the
UNIECE.

3.2 Made! descripfion

The $MART model ($imulation Model for Acidifica
tion’ s Regional Trends; De Vries et at, 1989) used in
this study has been developed to estimate long-term
chemical changes in soi!, soi! water, and runoffwaterin
response to changes in atmospheric deposition. The
model is designed for applications on a regional scale,
including entire catchments and soil regions. Its output
includes base saturation and concentrations of the ma
jor anions and cations in soi! solution and runoffwater.

The model stmcture is based on the anion mobility
concept by incorporating the charge balance principle
(Reuss et al, 1986). SMART consists of a set of mass
balance equations, which describe soil input-output
relationships for cations (A134, Ca2 + Mg2, Na + K,
NH) and strong acid anions (S042, NO;, Cli, and a set
of equilibrium equations, which describe the equilib
rium soi! processes. The soi! solution chemistry de
pends solely on the net element input from the atmos
phere and the geochemical interactions (weathering
and cation exchange) in the soi!. An explicit mass
balance for the ions H and HCO is not necessary,
since these ions have diffuse sources and sinks (disso
ciation of water, dissolution of C02). Their concentra
tion is determined by equilibrium equations and the
concentration of the other ions by charge balance.

Present address:
RIVM/LCO
P.O.BOX 1, 3720 BA Bilthoven, The Netherlands

2 Present address:
Environment Data Centre
P.O.BOX 250, 00101 Helsinki, Finland
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Apart from the net uptake of N and base cations in
harvested plants and net N immobilization in the forest
fioor, the influence of the nutrient cycle (foliar exuda
tion, foliar uptake, litterfall, mineralization and root
uptake) is not taken into account. The various exchange
reactions are described by the Gaines-Thomas equa
tions. Uptake and reduction of suifate as welI as bio
logical fixation of N are assumed negligible. The
weathering rate of base cations from silicates is inde
pendent of the soil pH. Lately the soi! model has been
enhanced by the inclusion of a description of (i) suifate
adsorptionldesorption, modeled by a Langmuir iso-

therm (see Cosby et al, 1986), (ii) dissociation of
organic anions as a function of pH, (iii) denitrification
modeled as a fraction of the net N input, and (iv) N
immobilization as function of the C:N ratio (Posch et
al, 1993, De Vries et at, 1994).

Figure 3.1 shows the model strucmre in a relation
diagram. State variabies depict the quantities ofchemi
caJ constituents in minerais (carbonates, silicates and
hydroxides) and on exchange complex, as welI as the
ion concentrations in the soil solution. Rate variabies
depict the processes that influence state variabies.
These include the net input of elements (deposition

Source/Sink

XRatevariabIe

State varioble

Mass fiow

Figure 3.7 Relation diagram of the soi! module SMART
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minus net uptake and net immobilization) and water Valkeakotinen (FIOl) (0.30 km2) is Iocated in

(precipitation minus interception and evapotranspira
tion) and various neutralizing reactions, i.e. the disso
lution (weathering) of carbonates, silicates andlor alu
minum hydroxides, and cation exchange. Justifications
for the various assumptions and simplifications in the
model are given by De Vries et al (1989).

Recently, a lake water module has also been devel
oped. This module computes the concentrations of the
major ions in the lake water, using ion fluxes from the
catchment soils and direct atmospheric deposition as
input. In-lake processes include the retention of suifate,
nitrate and ammonia, the precipitation of Al as C02
degasses, as weIl as the inorganic carbon equilibria. In
addition, Gran alkalinity is computed by simulating a
Gran titration.

3.3 Seledion of sftes and sile descripons

Since one major aim of the modeling exercise was to
test the suitability of the EDC/IM data base for model
applications, this data base was, whenever possible,
used as the main information source. The first criterion
set for the catchments was that soil chemistry data
should be available in the data base. As outlined in the
previous section, soil chemistry variabies are key in
puts to the SMART model. A total of 18 catchments
(out of 37) fulfilled the first criterion. Other criteria
included additional essential data needed for a SMART
calibration. If sufficient data for a catchment was avail
able to carry out a calibration without much additional
information from other sources, the catchment was
selected for model calibration (see Bleeker et al, 1994).
It turned out that many of the catchments that passed the
first selection were lacking much of the data needed for
a model calibration. In some cases the national focal
points could provide the necessary information. Seven
catchments were selected for the final model calibra
tion:

Forel]enbach (DEO1) (0.69 km2) is located in south
ern Germany, near the border of the Czech Republic
(Figure 3.2). About 95 % of the catchment is covered
with forests (consisting of 69 % spmce and 31 %
deciduous trees, mainly beech). Some 5% of the
catchment area is covered by a recreation area and a car
park. The soils of the catchment are mainly sandy
loamy dystnc cambisols (about 58 %), and hydromor
phic soils (30 %) Total deposition (wet+dry) of suifur,
NO3, NH4 and base cations is calculated by using the
yearly values for 1990. The runoff fluxes are calculated
by using monthly data for 1990.

southem Finland (Figure 3.2). A small lake with an
area of 0.03 km2 is located in the catchment. Valkeako
tinen is covered by spmce (55 %), pine (12 %) and
deciduous forests (23 %). The forest ja Valkeakotinen
has been unmanaged for a long time, and therefore the
uptake of base cations and nitrogen was set to zero.
Soils at Valkeakotinen are mainly composed of till (67
% of the total area) and peat (19 %, situated around the
lake). The available soil profile data are weighted over
the whole catchment area. Total deposition (wet+dry)
of suifur, NO3, NH4 and base cations is calculated by
averaging the yearly values for 1990 and 1991. Runoff
fluxes are calculated from daily data provided by the
Water and Environment Research Institute.

Hietajärvi (F103) (4.64 km2) is situated in the
eastem part of Finland, near the Russian border (Figure
3.2). The catchment contains several lakes with a total
area of 1.10 km2. Hietajärvi has a 28 % coverage of
pine, 13 % spnlce and 10 % deciduous forest. Like the
Valkeakotinen catchment, the forest in Hietajärvi are
unmanaged old stands, and a zero uptake of base
cations and nitrogen has been assumed. Almost half of

Figure 3.2 Location of the studied cafchments
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the catchment soil is peat (49.4 %) and 46 % is moraine.
Total deposition of the different elements has been
calculated in the same way as for the Vallceakotinen
catchment.

Afon Hafren (GBO2) (3.6 km2) is situated in the
westem part of Great Britain (Figure 3.2), There is no
lake within the catchment boundaries. Afon Hafren has
a 51 % coverage offorest, which completely consists of

coniferous trees. About 60 % of the catchment area has
sandy soil, 10 % an alluvial soil, 7 % consist ofexposed
bedrock and about 5 % has peaty soil. The available soil
data has been provided by the Institute ofHydrology in
Waffingford, and the data has previously been used for
a MAGIC model calibration. Total deposition (wet+
dry) of NO3, NH4 and base cations is calculated by
using the yearly values for 1989.

TabIe 3.7 Sources of SMART input data. The codes used are the same as in Tahle 3.2

Variabie DEO1 FiOl Fi03 GBO2 NOOl SEO1 SEO2

Soil module SMART
thickness of the soi! compartment DEl map map GBl NOl SW1 est
buikdensityofthesoii DEl map mop GB1 NOl SW1 EDC
voiumetric woter content of the soi! est est est GB1 NOl est est
omount of corbonates in the soi! est est est est est est est
cation exchonge copacily in the soi! EDC Fil Fil GB1 NOl EDC EDC
omount of A[(hydr)oxides in the soi! . est est est est est est est
organic moifer contentin the mineroi topsoi! EDC Fil Fil GB1 NOl EDC EDC
C:N ratio in organic moller EDC Fil Fil GB1 NOl EDC EDC
seiectivity constant for Ai/BC exchonge coi cd cd cd cd cd cd
seiectivity constont for H/BC exchonge cd cd cc! cd cd cci cci
dissoiution constont for Aiihydr)oxide cd cd cd GB1 cci cci cd
nitrificction frcction cci cd cd cci cc! cd cci
denifrificction frcction cd cci cd cci cd cd cci
mcximum cdsorption ccpacity of suifote cc! cd cd cd NOl cci cci
haif.scturction constcnt for suifcte cdsorption cd cd cci cci NOl cci cd
concentrction of orgcnic cciäs EDC Fil Fil GBl NOl EDC EDC
pcrcmeters for orgcnic cciä dissociction cc! cd cci cci NOl cci cd
precipitction surpius (runofO EDC EDC EDC GB1 EDC EDC EDC
partio! pressure of C02 in the soi! cci cc! cd GB1 cc! cci cci
Uivdent BC f=Cc+Mg) wecthering cci cd cci cd cci cd cci
No+K wecthering cci cd cc! cd cci cc! cd
growth uptcke of N est est est cd est est est
growth uptcke of Uivcient BC’s est est est cd est est est
growth uptcke of (Nc+)K est est est est est est est
suifcte deposition EDC EDC EDC EMEP EDC SW1 SW1
nitrcte deposition EDC EDC EDC EDC EDC SW1 SW1
cmmonium deposition EDC EDC EDC EDC EDC SW1 SW1
divc!ent BC deposition EDC EDC EDC EDC EDC SW1 SW1
Nc+K deposition EDC EDC EDC EDC EDC SW1 SW1
chioride deposition EDC EDC EDC EDC EDC SW1 SW1
throughfdi suifate DEl EDC EDC EMEP EDC SW1 SW1
throughfcii chioride DEl EDC EDC est EDC SW1 SW1
throughfcii sodium DEl EDC EDC est EDC SW1 SW1

Lake module
totci cctchment crec mcp mcp mcp mcp mcp mcp mcp
icke crea — mcp mcp — — mcp mcp
mecn icke depth — Fi2 Fi2 — — est est
net mcss transfer coeff, for $ retention — cc! cc! — — cci cci
net mcss trcnsfer coeff. for NO3 retention — cc! cci — — cci cci
net mcss trcnsfer coeff. for NH4 retention — cci cci — — cci cc!
partici pressure of C02 in the wcter cci cci cci cci cci cc! cci
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Birkenes (NOOl) (0.41 km2) is located in southern
mostNorway (Figure 3 2) The catchment is dominat
ed by 80-year-old Norway spruce (90 %). A small mire
occupies part of the catchment. The soils are mainly
podzols and brown earths Ueveloped on stony moraine
on granitic bedrock. Peaty soils are located along the
stream channels. Soi! data has been taken from a
previous model calibration of the Birkenes catchment
(Wright et al, 1991). Total deposition (wet+dry) of
suifur, NO3, NH4 and base cations is calculated by using
data for the year 1991. Runoff fluxes are a mean of the
yearly values for 1990 and 1991.

Tiveden (SEO1) (0.42 km2) is located in southem
Sweden (Figure 3.2). The catchment includes a lake of
0.02$ km2. Tiveden is covered by a mixed coniferous
forest (57.6 %), 35.5 % is open area. The soi!s at
Tiveden are peat (10 %, mainly located around the main
lake), morains (4.1 %) and the rest of the catchment has
a soi! layer with a thickness less than 0.5 m. Total
deposition (wet+dry) of suifur, NO3, NH4 and base
cations is calculated from data for the year 1991. Data
for the same year has also been used for calculating the
ninoff fluxes.

Berg (SEO2) (0.93 km2) is located in south-west
Sweden (Figure 3.2). There is a small lake (0.029 km2)
in the catchment. Berg is covered by a coniferous forest
(39.3 %), a mixed deciduous/coniferous forest (25.1
%), a deciduous forest (5.1 %) and by a recently
managed forest (19.4 %); 8.1 % of the catchment is
open area, The soils at Berg are morain (64 % of the
catchment area) and peat (32 %). As the Tiveden
catchment the total deposition (wet+dry) of sulfur,
NO3, NH4 and base cations is ca!culated by using data
for the year 1991.

3.4 Sources and processing of dala

The SMART mode! could not be ca!ibrated using EDC/
IM data only. The sources of input data that have been
used in applications of the SMART model for the
different catchments are listed in Table 3.1. Sources of
measured data of the differentcatchments against which
the SMART mode! was ca!ibrated (e.g. soi! data, runoff
data) are !isted in Table 3.2.

Voriobie DEO1 901 Fi03 GBO2 NOOl SEO1 5E02

aluminum concentration in the soil EDC Fil Fil EDC EDC EDC EDC
organic acids concentration in the soi1 EDC Fil Fil GB1 EDC SW1 SW1
base saturation EDC Fil Fil G8l EDC SW1 EDC
divaient BC concentration in runoff water EDC Fi3 F 13 GBl EDC EDC EDC
Na÷K concentration in runoff watec EDC Fi3 F13 GB1 EDC EDC EDC
chloride concenttation in runoff water EDC F13 F13 EDC EDC EDC EDC
ammoniumconcentration in wnoff water EDC F13 F13 EDC EDC EDC EDC
nitrate concentration in runoff water EDC F13 Fi3 EDC EDC EDC EDC
suifate concentration in runoff water EDC F13 Fi3 GB1 EDC EDC EDC
pH in soil EDC Fil Fil NOl SW1 SW1
pH of runoff water EDC F13 Fi3 EDC EDC EDC EDC

EDC — data provided by the Environment Data Centre
EMEP— data derived from Mylana (1993)
Fil — data provided by the Finnish Forest Research institute
Fi2 — data provided by the Finnish VETREK data base
f 13 — data previousiy used for caicuiating ion mass budgets (Forsius et al. 1994)
SW1 — data provided by the Swedish University of Agricuiturai Sciences in Uppsaia
DEl — data provided by the Umweitbundesamt in Germany
NOl — data derived From Wright et al. (1991)
GB1 — data provided by the institute of HydroIogy in Waiiingford {UK)
map — data derived from maps provided by the EDC
cai — vaiues obtained by caiibrating the SMART modei
est estimated vaiues

Table 3.2 Sources of SMART calibration data
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A filtering correction was made for the deposition of
base cations and suifate based on the deposition ratios,
i.e. deposition to forest divided by deposition in open
field. A basin-specific filtering correction factor was
calculated by taking into account the different filtering
abilities of different stands (see Bleeker et al, 1994).
The deposition ratio of sodium was used for the other
base cations according to the ‘sodium-filtering ap
proach’ (Ivens, 1990).

The historical trend of suifur depositions was de
rived from the report by Mylona (1993), in which the
trend of suifur depositions is based on availahle histor
ical sulfiir emission data. The depositions given in the
report by Mylona were used to scale back the deposi

tions using 1990 as the reference year. The deposition
data from 1960 to 2000 was derived by the HAKOMA
model (Johansson et at, 1989) for Finnish catchments,
and the RAINS model (Alcamo etal, 1990) forthe other
catchments.

The deposition history for nitrate and ammonium
was derived according to Wright et at (1991). For the
period 1960—2000 the same approach as for suifur was
used. The base cation historical deposition trend was
similar to the suifur trend, because the non-marine base
cation deposition was assumed to be caused by indus
trial emissions on_YO A charge balance calculation has
been made in order to adjust the historical pH to a
‘clean’ rainwater value ofpH 5.65.

Table 3.3 Porameter values used in the SMART calibrat:on for eoch catchment

Soil model SMART
thickness of the soi! compartment m
bu!k density of the soi! kg m
vo!umefric woter content of the soi! m m1
amount of corbonotes in the soi! meq kg-1
cation exchange capacity in the soi! meq kg
omount of Ab(hydr)oxides in the soi! meq kg
organic mo#er content in the minera! topsoil kg kg-1
C:N rotio in orgonic moifer —

Iog 10 of se!ectivity constont for A!/BC exchonge —

Iog 10 of se!ectivity constont for H/BC exchange —

!og 10 of Uisso!ution constant for Ahthydr)oxide —

nitnficotion froction —

denitrification fraction —

maximum odsorption copoclty of su!fote meq kg-1
ho!f-saturotion constant for su!fote odsorption eq m
concentrotion of orgonic ocids eq m

porameters for organic acid dissociotion
0

b
c

precipitotion surplus trunoff)
pc02 in soi! (multiple of pc2 in oir)
divalent BC f=Co+Mg) weothering
Na+K weothering
growth uptoke of N
growth uptoke of divalent BC’s
growth uptake of (Na+)K

Lake module
toto! cotchment orea
!oke orea
meon lake depth
net mas transfer coeff. for S retention
net mass transfer coeff. for NO3 retention
net mass transfer coeff. for NH4 retention
pco2 in water (mu!tiple of pco2 in air)

0.90 0.75 1.50 1.02 0.40
803 724 971 950 936
0 3 0.3 0.3 0.45 0.50
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
76 105.8 249.8 115 44.1
inf inf inf inf inf

0.13 0.43 0.26 0.43 0.0
24.6 38.0 38.0 38,0 30.0
0.5 -1.5 3.9 3.1 -1.0
5.5 4.5 5.2 5.0 4.5
8.5 8.0 8.8 9,0 8.2
0.9 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.8
04 03 045 01 02
90 60 25 50 09
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1

0.04 0.11 0.106 0.013 0.055

— 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 4.5 0.96 0.96
— 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0 0.90 0.90
— 0.039 0.039 0.039 0.039 0 0.039 0.039
m a 0.665 0.176 0.347 2.042 1 .100 0.263 0.734
— 70 50 40 20 15 50 30

0.090 0.014 0.022 0.062 0.030 0.037 0.035
0.075 0.004 0.013 0.037 0.007 0.003 0.010

00 00 00 004 0059 0045 007
00 00 00 005 00 003 004
00 00 00 00 00 00 00

km2 069 030 464 360 041 042 093
km2 0 0.031 1.10 0 0 0.029 0.028
m - 3.0 3.0 — - 3.0 3.0
m a — 0.1 0.5 — — 0.5 1 .0
m a — 13.0 10.0 — — 10.0 20.0
ma1 - 3.0 7.0 — — 3.8 8.0
— 10 5 2.5 10 2.2 7 7

Variab!e Unit DEO1 HOl F!03 GBO2 NOOl SEO1 SEO2

0.75 0.75
1000 1000

0.3 0.3
0.0 0.0

707.7 839.1
inf inf

0.397 0.271
30.5 27.2
0.2 —0.5
4.0 5.0
8.0 8.5
1.0 1.0
03 03

120 170
0.1 0.1
0.0 0.0

eq m3 a
eq m3 a-
eq m2 o-
eq m2 a
eq m2 a
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3.5 Model calibration

Although SMART is constructed by using a lumped
process description in order to minimize the input data
requirements, data for many model variabies are gen
erally not available or are impossible to determine on a
catchment scale. A calibration procedure is therefore
necessary to fit the model outputs with the observa
tions. The calibrated and estimated variabies are listed
in Tabies 3.1 and 3.2. This procedure involves adjust
ment of the chloride fluxes, weathering rates and net
uptake values for base cations, suifate adsorption ca
pacity of the soil, net mass transfer and selectivity
constants, dissociation constants for organic acids, and
the partial pressure of C02 in soil and water. The
calibration procedure is described in detail in Bteeker et
al (1994). The values for the different variabies are
shown in Tabte 3.3. Some comments on the calibration
procedure for the different catchments are given below:

In the Forellenbach catchment m Germany most of
the different measurement plots are concentrated in one
piace. Therefore, weighting the results of the measure
ments over the entire catchment is difficult. for the
caiibration of the German catchment the soil chemistry
data and deposition data has been averaged and this has
been used as an overail value for the catchment. The
calibration for the Forellenbach catchment did not
differ from the general calibration procedure.

Both Finnish catchments have measurement plots
spread over the whole catchment. Each piot represents
a certain type of soil or vegetation. Therefore, the
measurements couid be weighted over the catchment in
order to obtain a value representing the whoie catch
ment. Throughfail data was avaiiable for the different
forest types (spruce, pine, and deciduous stands). For
the Finnish catchments all data needed for the calibra
tion was availabie (from different sources). Therefore
a caiibration couid be made without further assump
tions and without having to change the normal calibra
tion procedure outlined above.

For the British catchment Afon Hafren a consider
able amount of data was not avaiiable in the data base,
inciuding soil chemistry data, throughfall data and
nitrogen measurements for runoffwater. This data base
is cunently being updated. Additionai data for the
$MART model calibration was provided by the Insti
tute of Hydrology (Waliingford). This data has previ
ousiy been derived for a MAGIC model caiibration.
The way this data is derived from the original data
might differ from the way the data have been derived
for the other catchments in this study. This was, how

ever, the only way to perform the model caiibration for
the British catchment. The normal calibration proce
dure was used.

Similarly, for the Birkenes catchment only a few
soil chemistry variables were avaiiable in the data base.
The missing soil data has been taken from the report by
Wright et al (1991). That report describes a model
comparison, with the SMART model being one of the
modeis. The data for the Birkenes catchment listed in
this report, couid therefore directiy be used as input for
the $MART model.

For the Swedish catchments no throughfali data was
availabie in the data base. These have been provided by
the Swedish University of Agricuiturai $ciences in
Uppsaia. The data provided aiso contained deposition
data for the same year (1992) as the throughfail data,
and this information was used to calcuiate the filtering
factors. The normai model calibration procedure was
used.

3.6 Resulis

Some resuits from the SMART caiibrations to Hieta
järvi (H03) and Tiveden (SEO1) are shown as examples
of the model outputs (Figure 3.3) The resuits for the
other catchments are shown in Bteeker et al (1994).

The resuits for Hietajärvi show a rather good fit
between the modeled concentrations and the observa
tions. The modei simuiations indicate a ciear increase
in the lakewater (outlet) suifate concentrations and a
slight decrease in pH. Palaeoiimnological investiga
tions of the sediments in lake Hietajärvi have shown
increased atmospheric burden of severai heavy metais,
as weii as a very slight upcore deciine of reconstructed
lakepH values (Simola etal, 1991). Thus, the SMART
model results and the palaeolimnoiogical data seem to
be consistent.

A clear decrease in the iakewater pH value is mdi
cated for Tiveden, aithough aiso the modeled pre
industrial pH values are rather iow. The modeied pH
values are slightiy higher than the observervations. For
base cations and sulfate the results show a good fit
between the modeied concentrations and the observa
tions.
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SMARI model results
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Figure 3.3 Modeled base saturation and surface water quality for Hietaländ (F103) and Tiveden (SEO 1). The ob
served values are shown as circles.
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3,7 Discussion 3.7.2 Data derivafion

3.7.1 Calibrafion results

Uncertainty in long-term acidification modeling is in
evitable. Itwillhardly everbe possible to deriveprecise
quantitative estimates of ali the numerous processes
invoived, and to consider the great spatial and temporal
variability occurring even over small geographical
areas. Uncertainty is thus inciuded in both the model
assumptions and formulations, as well as in the accura
cy of the input data (e.g. Cosby et al, 1985; Posch and
Kämäri, 1990). Hence, there should always be a bal
ance between the data availability and the complexity
of the model formuiations.

The SMART calibration has been done by compar
ing the model outputs with, for some catchments, only
one measurement. The resuits of the caiibration of a
model which caiculates a trend over, in this case, 160
years, are obviousiy uncertain when these trends are
compared to oniy a few measurements. The calibration
is of course compieteiy off when enors are inciuded in,
e.g., field sampling or anaiyzing of the sample. Addi
tionalinformation on the long-termdevelopment of the
catchment, such as paiaeolimnological information, is
obviousiy very valuable for the model caiibration pro
cedure.

In the case where several measurements are availa
ble, and there is a considerable variability between the
measurements, a probiem occurs for the calibration. A
choice has to be made about the validity of measure
ments, without having exact data to verify this dcci
sion. Exampies of such uncertainties are: suifate and
nitrate concentrations for Birkenes and ammonium
concentrafions for Berg. $ince the EDCIIM data base
contains only monthiy (average) values, a thorough
data quaiity control is difficult to carry out.

When a calibration has been performed by using
‘high quality’ data, without the need of having to make
many assumptions, the model shows an overail reason
able fit to the observations, without having to use
extreme parameter vaiues. As an exampie the two
Finnish catchments can be mentioned, where measure
ments have been derived from more frequent data than
availabie in the EDCIIM data base. These catchments
show a fairly good agreement between the modei out
put and the measurements. One important reason for
the good fit is the quality of the data used.

It was not possible to perform a model caiibration with
data provided by the Environment Data Centre oniy
(Tabte 3.1). For every catchment some of the data was
provided by other sources than the EDC. This extra data
collection makes the calibration rather iabonous to
carry out. Moreover, in some cases the additional data
coliection turned out to be rather difficult, due to the
slow response by some of the national focal points. In
a few cases there was no response at ali, despite several
requests for additionai information.

Another probiem was that the focai points some
times provided only processed information, and not the
primary data. It is likeiy, that the data derivation in
these cases has been conducted differently than in the
present study. This obviously makes modei calibra
tions iess comparable, and possibie future evaluations
of the effects of different emission reduction plans iess
reiiabie. Severai errors in the data of the EDCI1M data
base were also detected (see Bleeker et at, 1994).

3.7.3 Recommendafions

The present study has shown that it is possibie to make
successful model applications using datacollected from
the IM-sites, provided that ali the necessary informa
tion is availabie and of high quality. These caiibrated
modeis are useful for assessing the effects of different
emission reduction strategies deveioped under the
framework of the UN/ECE. However, several improve
ments for the continuation of the modeiing exercise can
he suggested:

Catchments should be included in the EDC/IM data
base only when a minimum amount of the required data
is avaiiabie. Otherwise any model calibration or other
detaiied data assessment is very difficuit to carry out,
since a iarge effort has to be devoted to the additionai
data gathering.

More effort should be devoted to quality control in
the national focai points before the data is sent to the
EDC/IM data base. The data provided by the national
institutes should also be reported in the units requested
in the EDC manuai (EDC, 1993).

Since the testing and use of modeis is one of the
main goals of the 1M-program (EDC, 1992), more
emphasis should be put to the coilection (and storage)
of information being of relevance for (acidification)
model applications. Such data include, e.g., estimates
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of weathering rates, biomass uptake of nutrients, and
detailed land use information. In addition, the contacts
between the EDC and the national focal points should
be strengthened in order to facilitate future data assess
ment and use.

Other dynamic acidification modeis, e.g. SAFE and
MAGIC, should also be calibrated to the IM-catch
ments. This would allow a comparison of model
predictions given different scenarios of future acid
deposition, and the use of different modeis for the
calculation of critical loads.
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